2015 Diocesan Spelling Bee

Stage 2

Preliminary Round – Non Elimination
quiz beach silver bridge scar

Round 1
walk, breed, dawn, church, plane, enjoy, thumb, early, marble, coach, bush, mime, control, buy, twig, rash, trust, cash, pain, brain, banjo, taxi, skill, actor, story, above, polite, verse, creed, yellow, letter, flask, timber, power, data, smile, unit, target, laptop, wisp, wild, waste, goal, tide, learn, golf, wombat, talent, quiet, paint

Round 2
flea, computer, sensor, neither, sinew, niece, shriek, paddock, dew, steady, fathom, altar, heal, engine, pencil, entire, zebra, earn, router, fresco, tepid, season, script, citrus, sleeve, cornet, blazer, composer, bushfire, engross, buoy, predict, ferret, fever, zoning, braid, vibrant, unclean, comfort, movie, python, magpie, tidings, strum, stadium, mutiny, peace, courage, tomato, melodic

Round 3
nocturnal, telescope, recuperate, faucet, plateau, relic, exercise, communist, utmost, bovine, blizzard, petunia, incisor, eminence, frieze, organic, correlate, chariot, endemic, abscond, bizarre, inflation, republic, loofah, obesity, raisin, fatigue, epidemic, mollusk, dugong, italics, paraplegia, census, quantitative, ultimate, briefcase, telecast, misspell, redolent, appetite, modular, species, lyrics, trombone

Round 4
narrowcast, fraternal, witness, coolamon, dramatist, dynasty, tetanus, tabulate, arsenic, fauna, rueful, dissolute, anchor, amplify, hangar, citizen, cleanse, narrative, bight, somber, dungeon, whisker, injustice, methodology, lasso, ignorant, propulsion, prognosis, quokka, gangrene, absolutely, constabulary, devious, deceit, variety, competitor, bassoon, queasy, performance, equality, flamboyant, foliage, ricotta, haughty

Round 5
suspicious, baklava, sluggard, askance, municipality, disinfectant, solstice, mysterious, obliterate, organism, repulsive, quandary, macaw, nomenclature, cyberspace, apparatus, stiletto, ferocity, hypocrite, impurity, montage, recoup, concealed, hygienic, paisley, satisfactory, krypton, volatile, transcend, anatomy, shrewd, predicament, warfare, conductivity, shiralee, circuitry, programming, whirlwind, mollycoddle, albatross, generous, guava, queue, magnetism

Round 6
petticoat, scythe, magician, ocarina, egotism, transmitter, mahogany, incandescent, serrated, ambulance, combustion, cygnet, ridiculous, simulator, theatre, hypothesis, cormorant, exhibition, proponent, violin, sanitary, knowledge, semibreve, terracotta, stationary, tourism, liana, vegetation, broccoli, overwhelm, amnesty, chorister, reputable, samskara, geography, etiquette, scheming, morose, whim, pillion, encapsulate, palette, sewerage
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casting, harmony, singe, music, tumble

Round 1
scene, peevish, defy, boomerang, salmon, helmet, wireless, friction, poll, chatter, curfew, patient, galley, trivia, accused, germ, thimble, elevator, hazard, tackle, sprain, tablet, family, emblem, police, commune, squirm, greenhouse, gravity, frantic, tarnish, capsize, trio, tonal, bloated, nation, peanut, atom, understudy, tenor, broadcast, router, urgent, tweezers, withdrawn, teeter, athlete, myth, wildlife, transmit

Round 2
tetanus, tarmac, almond, nationality, maritime, pagoda, courtesy, tolerance, periphery, research, happiness, boycott, tortoiseshell, adamant, austere, unfortunate, marzipan, semaphore, battleaxe, dissection, fiscal, encourage, census, complexity, cosmonaut, electoral, cubbyhouse, bypass, republic, capitalism, kilohertz, tuxedo, salutation, athletics, microscope, serviette, superfluous, hyperlink, divisive, trespass, nutrition, cleanse, pumice, democracy, risotto, beautify, ally, interpreter, kitchen, equivalent

Round 3
liniment, oasis, pilgrimage, limousine, municipality, vengeance, notorious, controversial, marquee, acacia, nougat, salubrious, bath, seizure, ligature, procure, barometer, trillion, scaffolding, brigadier, vacancy, cholera, allege, reactor, confidential, skeletal, biography, cohesion, epilepsy, disinfectant, quinine, scalp, scenario, eclipse, expenditure, filmography, biodegradable, imminent, cologne, analyst, sacrosanct, vulnerable, cicada, metronome

Round 4
Desalination, expeditious, fallacy, statistics, treasurer, chromatic, conveyancing, insolvency, simulcast, contemptible, decorum, digestion, sedentary, semibreve, conductor, electorate, innocuous, aviation, bombora, bronchial, binocular, anaconda, anticipation, cockatiel, conspiracy, obituary, atypical, alliteration, demography, cumulative, memorandum, athiest, construe, meteorite, proficient, chalet, gymnasium, gregarious, ultimatum, sierra, corporation, obvious, convergence

Round 5
disparate, contentious, extrapolate, acuity, panacea, catapult, botulism, egalitarian, desiccated, conservatorium, intricacy, idiosyncratic, suspicion, bath, cistern, sapphire, seizure, subcutaneous, antagonistic, maintenance, debacle, seismograph, trajectory, barometer, supremacy, idolatry, cholera, reactor, adjacent, cannula, coherent, fictitious, centrifugal, successor, cauliflower, epilepsy, disinfectant, quinine, muscly, hypnotherapy, anecdote, pandemonium, bibliography

Round 6
ambrosia, catacombs, adolescence, inauguration, thoroughfare, tympanum, autocracy, zephyr, laboratory, physicist, grevillea, fuchsia, balustrade, geochemistry, sanguine, cerebellum, pneumonia, formaldehyde, arabesque, macaque, abattoir, omniscient, erroneous, chrysalis, segue, sauerkraut, propriety, meteorology, tonsillitis, supersede, cacophony, osteoarthritis, vociferous